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Abstract:
The economy analysis is realize with macroeconomics aggregates, calculate in the National Accounts System: Gross domestic product, Net domestic product, Gross national product, Net national product and ILO unemployment rate, inflation rate.

The evolution, dynamic and production analysis romanian economy in the 1990 - 2006 period to abide of the macroeconomics aggregates (graph no. 1), suppose to analysis the mode which to make up and modify the principals macroeconomics aggregates, the Gross Domestic Product for the present paper.

1. The Gross domestic product evolution

The evolution of economic reforms in Romania can be divided in the four different periods:
a) from 1990/1992 to 1996
b) from 1996 to 2000
c) from 2000 to 2004
d) from 2004 to 2007 (current year)
Each of these four periods was strongly connected with political diary of government’s coalitions and conventions conditions witch Romania has signed with international financial institutions.
In this context, the reform process that the romanian's market economy has record a sinuous but ascendant evolution, it’s correlated with the maturation of romanian society.
The evolution of GDP I synthesized in the next graph:
In order to quantify the modification turned up on a large period, the size of these indicators should be expressed in comparable and constant prices.

I mark out the dynamic GDP in the following graph:

**The evolution of Gross Domestic Product**

In 2006 year, romanian GDP registered the nominal value of 342,1 mild RON, in real terms with -4,4 percentage vis a vis 2005 year.

The nominal dynamic witch indicate a large increase year in year out to the real dynamic indicate a decrease. We can notice from the graph no. 2 only in 1993 - 1996 and 2000 – 2003 GDP registered growths comparative precedent years.

After 1990, GDP has a pendulous evolution, the increasing periods do not assure the recuperations of added value decreases from decline periods.

Starting with 201 year, romanian government implemented macroeconomics politics to support the economic growth. A discipline fiscal political witch completed a strongly monetary policy and supported by a significant progress of economic reforms, lead to the improving the affairs climate and functional character of romanian economy. By those coordination results a
growth with high rhythm of GDP, to follow a pronounced compression of inflation and the fiscal deficit and current account maintenance in the endurable limits.

Romania is the sixth year of the economic growth, yearly rhythms by 5,7%, at first 2001 years make sure reduction of postponement visage the countries of E.U.

2. The Gross domestic product structure

The evolution of GDP by the category of resources, present particulars characteristics. The structural transformations of economy in this period were mark out by the reduction participation on industry and agriculture on the GDP formative, concurrent with the growth of construction, transport and services.

In the 2005 year GDP by the category of resources is define by:
- the services was record the most contribution by the GDP formative (49,4% from total);
- at the second place was position the industry (cu 24,1 % from GDP total);
- the agriculture, hunting, and sylviculture presents a percentages by 8,5% from GDP total;
- the constructions to contribute by 6,3% from GDP total.

The evolution of GDP by the category of uses to observe that the final consumption has the most proportion on the GDP and present the trend up.

For the 2007 year romanian economy will stabilize, to keep on the reform rhythms, the growth of preoccupations by increase of efficacy and investments, following the movement at the optimal parameters of economy according to E.U. policies.
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